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Abstract Graphic organizers may be a helpful instrument in assisting students to structure their text productions.
This paper presents a mining tool that is able to extract relevant terms and relationships from texts and shows how
the tool may be used to help students in writing summaries. A particular tool is presented, explaining the technique
used to analyze the texts, to extract relevant terms and build graphs from them. These graphs are then used by
students as graphic organizers, helping them to reflect about the main ideas of the text before the actual writing task.
Two experiments are presented in this paper, in which a total of 29 students were asked to read and summarize a
short text with the assistance of the text mining tool. Results demonstrated that the tool helped students reflect about
the main ideas of the text and supported the actual writing of the summaries.
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1. Introduction
For many years researchers have been investigating
how nonlinguistic representations could help students in
reading and writing tasks. Marzano, Pickering & Pollock
[1], for example, discussed the importance of using
nonlinguistic representations to help students enhance
their understanding of written material. Hyerle [2] tried to
demonstrate how different types of visual tools, called
graphic organizers, could help students and teachers
represent information and communicate with others.
These graphical representations have been applied across
a large range of subject areas, demonstrating their benefits
in different activities such as mapping cause and effect,
note taking, comparing and contrasting concepts,
organizing problems and solutions, and relating
information to main ideas or themes [3].
This research focuses on the use of a particular
graphical representation to support writing tasks. More
specifically, the paper is centered on text summarization, a
learning task that is often proposed with the purpose of
reviewing previous learning or preparing students for
more conceptual demanding activities [4]. Winograd [5]
has shown that students' difficulties in text summarization
often happen because of problems in identifying what is
important in a text, what should be included in the
summaries and how the original text should be
transformed. Some of these are "higher order" difficulties
that could be related to a number of possible sources,
including different language experience, lack of prior
knowledge or lack of strategic skills [6]. We focus here
mostly on helping students develop strategic skills to

identify the main topics in a text, to organize their ideas
and later to place these ideas in their own writing.
By employing a text mining tool to assist students
identify and visualize relevant concepts from a text, a
higher level of interactivity is introduced in the initial
phases of the writing process. The tool employs a mining
technique originally designed by Schenker [7] to identify
the most frequent terms and relationships in a text,
representing them in the form of a graph. These graphs
can then be used as a starting point for the development of
the students' own representation of relevant concepts and
facts found in the text, elements that are later transformed
into a written summary.
Research in Education has shown benefits of using
graphic organizers in learning tasks that involve a variety
of patterns, such as time/sequence, cause-effect, episodic
information, descriptive information, generalization,
concept description [1]. The use of graphic organizers and
other prewriting activities have also demonstrated to be an
effective aid for writing, enabling learners to segment the
topic they have to consider, and helping them to structure
their writing [8]. Based on the Assimilation Theory,
Novak [9] proposed a tool to build concept maps
representing propositions about events or objects. The tool
provided many features that allowed students to work in
the representation of concepts and relationships in a
variety of activities, including in collaborative learning
tasks.
A different approach was described by Chang, Sung
and Chen [10], who created a computer-based concept
mapping system that enabled the construction of concept
maps in a ‘construct-on-scaffold’ approach. The method
proposed was based on the presentation of an incomplete
concept map to the students, in which some nodes and
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links were set as blank spaces. The students then had to
complete the map according to their understanding of the
subject studied.
Regarding the use of graphic organizers to support
writing, Rudell [11] stresses the importance of providing
tools that allow students to illustrate their constructions
and organization of knowledge, enabling them to express
visually which ideas are the most meaningful, and how
these ideas are connected. Capretz, Ricker and Sasak [12]
showed that the visualization of information graphically
can improve students’ organization skills during the
writing process.
These works propose systems and methods that are
based on the use of simple graphic tools to allow the users
to create their own representation of propositions about
facts. None of these systems keep an internal knowledge
representation that can be used by students as a starting
point for the development of their own graphical
representation and subsequent writing. The next section
presents Sobek, a tool which has been developed to build
graphs from texts, using the technique of text mining.

2. The Text Mining Tool Sobek
The text mining tool Sobek has been developed as part
of this research, using a particular mining algorithm based
on the n-simple distance graph model, in which nodes
represent the main terms found in the text, and the edges
used to link nodes represent adjacency information [7].
Previous research has shown promising results regarding
the use of Sobek in educational applications, as in the
evaluation of students' essays [13] and discussion forums
[14]. Two examples of graphs obtained with Sobek are
presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The operation of Sobek can be divided into three steps,
in which the first is to separate text into words, using
spaces and punctuation marks as divisors. These words are
then mapped into concepts that may consist of a single
word (called a “simple concept”) or many words or
sentences (called “compound concept”). This mapping is a
statistical process, which assesses the frequency with
which each word is found in the text. When a set of words
constantly appear in sequence, the idea associated with
this set of words may not be described by a single word
and a compound concept is formed (e.g. "greenhouse
effect"). During the process of identification of concepts, a
set of words called “stop words” is used to remove those
that do not add relevant information (as articles or
prepositions). After identifying all different concepts, a
stemming method is performed to reduce redundancy and
remove concepts with the same meaning.
The second step of the mining process is to identify
relationships between concepts. A new analysis of the text
relates two concepts when they are distant not more than
'z' words of each other and when there is no punctuation
mark between them. To reduce the number of connections
among concepts and display only the most frequent ones,
a maximum of 'r' links is allowed for each concept, and
this value is proportional to the frequency of that concept.
Thus, each concept has no more than r connections
multiplied by its frequency, divided by the higher
frequency of all terms. There is no lower boundary to the
number of times a relationship between concepts must

occur in the text to be considered a link in the graph.
Sobek's default setting uses ‘z = 5’ and ‘r = 7’. More
about the operation of the tool can be found in [15].
The last step of the mining process is to produce a
visual representation of the results in a graph, in which the
concepts are presented as nodes and the relationships
between them are represented as edges. To improve the
visualization of the graph, each node has a different size
and color. The larger and darker the node is, the higher is
the frequency of the corresponding term.
The graphs built by Sobek may be edited by
adding/removing their concepts, or by adding/removing
relationships between them. While other text mining
approaches rely on the analysis of relevant morph
syntactic patterns to generate compound terms for the
mining process, here we used a simpler method that
computes the frequency with which these compound terms
appeared in the text. The next section presents the method
for using Sobek to help students in text summarization
tasks.

3. The Summary Writing Method
Summary writing techniques either follow a more
intuitive approach without step by step instruction, or
follow a rule-governed approach which may focus on
tasks such as identifying macro level ideas, deleting
unnecessary or redundant information, identifying or
producing topic sentences [16]. The method proposed here
is based on a different approach where the student
interacts with Sobek in order to grasp the main ideas of
the text and to build a visual representation in which these
ideas are expressed. Only in a second moment the student
moves to the actual writing of the summary.
It has been argued that in a writing activity most of the
time spent is dedicated to planning [17]. Previous to that,
other authors proposed a partitioning of the writing
process in three stages: pre-writing, writing and re-writing
[18]. The use of the software Sobek focuses on the first
two steps of this process. In a Pre-writing stage, the
student reads a text to be summarized. In this step the
student learns about the topic he/she has to write about
and identifies macro level ideas. After reading the text, the
student uses Sobek to extract automatically relevant terms
and relationships from the text, representing them in a
graph. This graph is used as a first draft of a graphic
organizer to help them organize their ideas. The student
then reviews the terms and relationships identified by the
tool, editing the graph according to what he/she believes
to be appropriate. This is a very important step, as it leads
the student to reflect about the text and reread it (or
portions of it), leading to a deeper understanding of the
text.
In a writing phase, the student uses the edited graph as a
graphic organizer to start the actual writing of the
summary. From time to time during the writing process,
the student contrasts the graph with the original text, as to
make sure that the summary written is faithful to the ideas
of the text. The cross-checking that happens in this phase
makes the writing process a cycle, which may involve
previous steps in the process, including the re-reading of
the text, the re-editing of the graphs extracted by the
mining tool, and so on.
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The rewriting step, defined as the last phase in the
writing process [18], is seen here as a subsequent phase in
which the main goal is the revision of the text already
structured and written. In this phase, form and style
become the most relevant aspects. Our option to focus
here in the steps of pre-writing and writing is justified as
these are the moments in which the student has to reflect
more about the ideas to be considered in the summary, and
to structure its main outline. In this sense, the tool may
operate as a support to the logical organization of
information, a process which relates reading and writing
as steps of the same cognitive process [19].

4. Evaluation and Results
Two studies were conducted in order to evaluate
whether Sobek could effectively support students in
summarization tasks. The first experiment was carried out
with 9 undergraduate Pedagogy students of a large public
university in Brazil, with ages ranging from 18 to 24 years
old. In a first moment, Sobek has been presented to the
students in order to make them familiar with the mining
tool. In a second stage, the students were asked to read an
introductory text on knowledge and scientific method.
Then, by following the same summarization method
explained in section 4, students used Sobek to generate
their graphs and summarize the text read. It was suggested
to students to look at the graphs carefully, observing if the
terms and relationships identified by Sobek were in
accordance with their reading, eliminating and adding
concepts and relationships as appropriate. The graph
obtained from the mining of the text can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Graph extracted from text about scientific knowledge
Table 1. Occurrence of terms in the students’ summaries of the text
about scientific knowledge
Terms
# occurrences
Terms
# occurrences
research
26
facts
5
knowledge
25
problem
5
method
23
goal
5
scientific
22
features
5
deductive
12
to know
5
object
11
form
5
hypothesis
10
science
3
reality
8
procedure
1
inductive
6
scholar
0
phenomenon
6
-
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After the graph editing phase, students used their
version of the graph to make the summary of the text. As a
first validation step, the summaries produced by the
students were analysed to verify whether the terms of the
graph were present in the students’ writings. It was
observed that the large majority of the terms that appeared
in the graph were used by the students, according to the
distribution shown in Table 1. Most of the nodes
highlighted in the graph also showed a higher frequency
of use.
Some terms were either not used or used scarcely, such
as "scholar" or "procedure". However, synonyms were
used, as "researcher" for "scholar", or "steps" for
"procedures". This shows the relevance of many of the
terms selected by the tool, but also shows that the students
did not follow the graph strictly. In the editing step, all
students removed one or more terms they did not consider
important, and only four participants added terms. The
fact that the students made changes in their graphs is a
positive finding, considering that such an action is the
result of a reflection about the accuracy of the terms and
relationships represented. Although some changes were
made in the graphs, the teacher observed in the students
summaries that all of them were able to identify and write
about the main theme of the text provided.
Allowing the students to modify the graphs to make
them closer to their understanding of the text is similar to
the approach proposed by Chang et al. [10], where a mapcorrection strategy was used. In their method, the students
used a concept map provided by an expert where many of
the nodes and relationships were incorrect, with the goal
of letting the learners identify the problems and correct
them. Here, however, the graphs with the visual
representation of the topic to be summarized was not
provided by an expert, but by the text mining tool.
At the end of the experiment, students responded to an
online questionnaire about their perception of Sobek as a
tool to support summarization tasks. The questionnaire
consisted of 6 statements, which aimed to observe 5 levels
of agreement or disagreement based on a 5-point Likert
scale (from strongly disagree to strongly agree). Out of the
9 respondents, all of them agreed or strongly agreed that
the terms extracted by the graph led to a greater reflection
on the text (9). Most of the respondents also thought that
the use of the tool led them to reread the text more times
(7), facilitated the summarization task (8) and helped them
produce a better summary than if the tool were not used
(8). In addition, the majority of students agreed or strongly
agreed that they did use the graphs generated by the tool
in the construction of the final text (8). All of the students
agreed or strongly agreed that they would use Sobek again
to help them summarize texts (9).

Figure 2. Graph extracted from text about realism
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In the second experiment, another group of 20 high
school students was asked to summarize a short text about
the topic "realism". The students were between 15 and 18
years old, and they were asked to use Sobek to help them
write a summary of the text, following the steps detailed
in section 4. The graph obtained from the text given to the
students is presented in Figure 2.
The summaries produced by the students were analysed
to verify whether the terms of the graph were in fact
present in the students’ writings (Table 2).
Table 2. Occurrence of terms in the students’ summaries of the text
about scientific knowledge
Terms
# occurrences
Terms
# occurrences
realism
100
romance
18
literature
42
playwright
15
author
34
emphasize
12
theater
34
social
10
naturalism
24
russian
9
romanticism 24
france
5
screen
23
write
5
theme
23
-

The results showed that the students used all of the
words present in the original graph, composed of 15 terms.
Once again, most of the nodes highlighted in the graph
also showed a higher frequency of use. But it is also
noticeable that some of the terms did not appear in the
texts of all 20 students. In this experiment it was again
noticeable that the students made changes in their graphs
while reflecting about the accuracy of the terms and
relationships represented.
This time the student interaction with the computer was
monitored by the use of a screen capture software. The
films obtained from the monitoring of the students
interacting with Sobek and using a word processor, also
provided subsidies to validate the approach proposed here
for summary writing. Two important pieces of evidence
were identified in the films, showing how Sobek
contributed both to the process of understanding the
original text and to the production of the final summary.
Concerning the understanding of the text, it was clear that
after viewing the graphs produced by Sobek, the students
always went back to the text to re-read it. Such behavior
implies that the students began by questioning themselves
whether a certain term and/or relationship represented in
the graph was in fact accurate. Having Sobek to instigate
the students to further explore the original text is a
positive finding, considering that re-reading leads to a
better understanding of the material read and may improve
accuracy [20].
As for the use of the graphs in the production of the
summaries, the films brought other evidence confirming
that the students referred to the graphs in the writing of
their texts. Besides the fact that most of the terms
represented in the graphs were also found in the students’
writings, as shown in Table 1, the films demonstrated that
learners went back and forth to their graphs several times
while producing their summaries. Such behavior confirms
that the students referred to their graphs while writing,
which is positive if one considers that the structuring of
ideas in graphic organizers may facilitate the more
complex task of writing [11].
According to their teacher, most of the students
identified accurately the central theme of the text provided

to them. Some of the students’ testimonials reinforced this
idea:
• “... based on the graph I identified what was
important in the text...”
• “... I realized that the words selected by the graph
were important, relevant...”
• “... I used the graph, as I wanted to include all of its
terms in my text”
• “... I used the graph many times - I had a look at it
whenever I did not want to get lost in the text and I
wanted things to make sense...”
• “... at the end of the activity I needed the graph to
know what were the important parts that had to be
included in the text...”
The testimonials of the Portuguese teacher who worked
with the students in text production confirmed that the
methodology for summary writing using the mining tool
was very productive. The teacher stated that normally the
students would get worse marks in their essays, and that
she was impressed with the level of engagement of all
students in the activity proposed.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented a text mining tool and proposed a
methodology for using it as a support in summary writing.
Other research has shown in the past that diagrams such as
concept maps may help students in learning activities in
domains as varied as science, statistics and nursing [21].
Our goal here has been different in that we did not want to
investigate whether such maps could improve learning,
but we wanted to evaluate whether such tools could be
used in pre-writing phases of writing activities as a way to
help students organize their writing process. Results in
different studies demonstrated that the tool was able to
produce graphs that were close to what was considered to
be important about a text read by the students, but not too
perfect as not to give them room to express their own
ideas about the most relevant information.
Gao et al. [22] also proposed a method for extracting
terms from texts automatically, focusing mainly in
business applications. Our approach to text mining differs
considerably from this method mainly for its representation
mechanism based on graphs, and the consequent
specificity of its algorithms.
As for the presentation of the mining results, other tools
present relevant terms extracted from texts by highlighting
these terms in the actual document [23], or by simply
ranking terms through a frequency count. Our solution is
based on a visual representation, following the idea of
working with graphic organizers. From an educational
perspective, presenting the mining results in the form of a
graph is interesting as it takes learners to focus on
concepts and their relationships, and to reflect about them.
We are currently carrying out further research to define
how other types of graphic organizers, such as concept
maps, spider maps and affinity diagrams, may be extracted
from texts and how they can be used to support text
comprehension and text production. Sobek is also being
integrated to a virtual learning environment, which will
make it available to a large number of students. The
observation of how students will use it should give us
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further insight about possible methods and applications of
the text mining technology in educational settings.
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